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The Supertree.  The multidisciplinary tree of research. 

These 16-storey behemoths from Singapore were 

created by a mix of professionals from diverse fields of 

expertise – architects to design the concrete and steel 

exterior frames, engineers to supply the trees with 

solar cells, botanists to select over 200 species of 

suitable flowers to be planted on the trees... It is with 

such multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary exposure 

that such wondrous marvels can be created. 

In many ways, research is similarly built and grown in 

the same manner. Researchers should be exposed to a 

multitude of presentation opportunities, perspectives 

and collaborations. This issue of impact focuses on such 

prospects. We will sharing on Nanyang Technological 

University's (NTU) research poster competitions as 

well as some of the initiatives taken to broaden the 

minds of our undergraduate researches. Additionally, 

we will be shedding light on Monash University’s very 

own GLARP program! 

We do sincerely hope that impact can continue  to 

inspire more young researches to become involved 

in undergraduate research, and to expand their 

horizons through a vast array of different research 

opportunities!  

Nicholas and Xin Wei are the NTU International 
Conference for Undergraduate Research (ICUR) Student 
Directors for 2017 

E D I T O R S '  
N O T E



As part of the 11 month long Undergraduate Research Experience on 
Campus (URECA) Programme, students were encouraged to 
participate in the Discover URECA poster exhibition and competition 
to share their works with the broader university 
community. 170  URECA projects were exhibited in the event. In an 
attempt to inculcate invaluable presentation skills, a poster 
presentation competition was organised to give participants the 
chance to present their works to a panel of professional judges. The 
participants were also encouraged to actively share their works with 
fellow URECA students.

By Chia Xin Wei

POSTER EXHIBITION & 
COMPETITION 

On  24 March 2017, the Discover 

URECA poster exhibition and 

competition was held at Singapore 

Nanyang Technological University 

(NTU) Nanyang Auditorium. More than

170 participants were involved in this 

event, displaying 170 posters from all 

disciplines, which was split into nine  

vastly different categories, ranging 

from Arts to Medicine. Non- 

participants were encouraged to join in 

the exhibition to learn more about 

undergraduate research from the 

participants. In the spirit of academic 

research, there was an active exchange 

of ideas between participants to share 

all forms of knowledge to better their 

research. 

As described by one of the participants, 

Dahlia, “this experience 

helped me to build confidence  in  public 

speaking.” 

In conjunction with the poster 

exhibition, a poster competition was also

organized to give participants a chance 

to present their research to a panel of 

judges. The panel of judges consisted of 

acclaimed NTU professors in their own 

respective academic fields. Through this 

showcase, these professors were able to 

provide valuable insights and feedback 

to enhance the research material of the 

undergraduate researchers. In 

addition, a voting competition was held 

to encourage participants and non- 

participants to mingle and learn more 

about research.    

 

 

Exposure through Competition 
URECA Poster Exhibition and Competition
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A short Interview with: Wee Soon Keong, a Year 4 Biological Science Major and an 

ICUR2016 Participant

Alvin Chew Bin Liang, Wee Soon Keong and Chia Xin Wei

ICUR 2016 has been a fulfilling journey as it was my first time 

participating in an international conference as a presenter. ICUR- 

URECA provided us with great support, such as organising a 

workshop to prepare us to be a confident conference presenter. The 

workshop covered the fundamentals of public speaking and 

information on how to design effective visual aids, as well as personal

coaching feedback on our presentation rehearsal. The skills and 

experiences gained have been very useful for me.

Unlike presentation slides or a thesis paper, a poster has very 

limited space. The poster has to be self-explanatory for a reader 

and be informative enough to show the significance and impact of 

the research. It is important to highlight the key findings and make 

sure that the poster presentation is concise. By preparing a poster,

it made me think carefully about how to summarise my research 

into key points.

Do you have any tips for future participants? 
Regardless of whether your research is in the initial stage with 

preliminary findings or has matured with tons of data, spend 

some time to think through on how to tell a story through your 

poster. It is similar to having an elevator pitch focusing on the key

points to leave the audience with some take-home messages. I 

am sure that your passion and hard work will shine through your

poster and presentation!

I believe that apart from good laboratory skills, scientists 

must also have good science communication skills to share 

the significance of their work with the public and 

community. While it can be daunting for some to prepare a

poster and present it to a panel of judges, it is definitely an 

eye-opening experience for me as an undergraduate. It has

reinforced my passion for science and research, and I hope 

it will be a meaningful experience for you too!

How did your ICUR 2016 helped you in the 
URECA Poster presentation?

Have you learnt anything from exhibiting your
research via a poster format? 

Any general thoughts and feelings about ICUR or
the URECA Poster Exhibition?

By Chia Xin WeiBy Chia Xin Wei
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A short Interview with: Gan She Hwa, a year 4 Public Policy & Global Affairs major, 

President of URECA student club and ICUR 2016 Participant.

A short interview with: Madhavan, ICUR2016 participant and Winner of Best Overall 

Project for Information Technology and Computer Science for Discover URECA 2017

 Gan She Hwa and Chen Fan Xuan, ICUR 2016 Student Directors

The 2016 ICUR Experience has been very helpful towards my participation in the URECA Poster Competition. It 

was a litmus test of how my research would be received internationally and that international exposure has 

prepared me well for my showcase and the Q&A session. In particular, I have gained intercultural competence and 

have improved my public speaking skills. As such, I am able to express my ideas confidently and persuasively at a 

multi-disciplinary research competition.

Yes, it certainly did. The presentation workshop right 

before ICUR certainly changed my presentation skills for 

the better. I have since been giving better presentations 

and targeting the audience with much more confidence. 

The global and diverse nature of the audience at ICUR 

helped me present my years of research into simplistic 

terms understandable by all. This certainly helped me win 

the Best Overall Project for Information Technology and 

Computer Science at the Discover URECA Poster 

presentation.  

ICUR experience was enthralling, especially 

travelling to Melbourne and presenting in front of a 

passionate crowd at Monash University. I feel that 

this is a great step in the right direction in promoting 

research among university students internationally. 

As students, it is imperative to participate and 

identify the growing trends in the research 

community which can be used for better decision 

making processes, irrespective of the field the 

student chooses to pursue. As a presenter, I certainly 

believe that I could not have obtained a better 

avenue to present, in terms of the global nature of 

ICUR.  

What do you think about Discover URECA? How did it benefit you?

How was your ICUR2016 experience? Did your ICUR 2016 experience helped you in the 
URECA Poster presentation? 

I found the URECA Poster Competition to be rewarding as I was able to showcase my research to many students 

from other disciplines. It was indeed a fantastic platform for me to share my work and to bounce ideas off my peers. 

Overall, the Poster Competition has been immensely beneficial as it provided an impetus for me to further my 

passion in research.

How did your ICUR 2016 help you in the URECA Poster presentation?



 

 

Exposure through Visits 
URECA 11th Management Committee

The URECA Undergraduate Research Club, which serves as a 

complementary body to the URECA Programme, is an organisation led 

wholly by students who are committed to promoting a vibrant research 

environment at NTU. Since our establishment in 2006, we have 

organised a variety of high-impact research seminars, networking 

events and industrial visits that have benefited many URECA students. 

In line with our vision to become the leading undergraduate research 

organisation in Singapore, the 11th Management Committee has been 

actively organising multiple informative and engaging events that saw 

the participation of more than 250 students in total. 

By Gan She Hwa 

INDUSTRIAL VISITS 

Recognising the good prospects and 

rapid growth of the local biomedical 

research industry, we arranged an 

industrial visit to the Agency for 

Science, Technology and Research 

(A*STAR) in early 2016 to expose 

our students to the inner workings 

of this sector. It was an extremely 

beneficial experience on many 

fronts. For one, we were given the 

opportunity to interact with several 

top-notch scientists and researchers 

who are very prominent in the field 

of genome sequencing. This enabled 

our students to acquire first-hand 

insights into the types of research 

work spearheaded by A*STAR in 

accelerating Singapore’s abilities to 

cope with rising healthcare 

demands. As such, our students were 

able to go beyond their academics by 

relating more to the diverse  

applications of scientific 

knowledge.  

Other than that, we also had the 

privilege to attend a short seminar 

and subsequently, a tour of three 

interactive platforms (Genotyping, 

High-Content Screening and 

Sequencing) that furthered our 

understanding of the future 

potential, challenges and 

achievements of the local 

biomedical industry.   

Due to the good response, we 

decided to host another visit to 

A*STAR in 2017. This time, our 

students went on a tour in A*STAR 

FusionWorld, which features 

numerous award-winning 

inventions, and cutting edge in- 

house and industry- 

collaboration prototypes 

created by A*STAR research 

institutes. Some of the 

inventions include voice- 

identification smartphone,  

picture-matching 

applications, human-brain 

interactive applications. 

According to Event Director 

Sim Hui Qi, the excursion to 

A*STAR was a meaningful visit 

as the participants were able to 

witness the value of innovation 

in our ever-changing world and 

how science and technology can 

impact and improve our daily 

lives. For instance, we learned 

that the picture-matching 

application is currently used in 

the treatment of dementia 

patients in Singapore. 



The other research excursion was to Nanyang 

Environment & Water Research Institute 

(NEWRI) in which our students gained 

exposure to the different kinds of 

environmental solutions developed for 

incineration, water filtration and waste 

management. As a research institute, NEWRI 

ranks globally among other top research 

organizations in the field of environment and 

water. Student participants visited a total of 5 

research labs (EPMC, SMTC, R3C, AEBC, 

ECMC) and were invited to apply for its PhD 

study programme. Following the trip, many 

students also commented on the expediency of 

the visit in terms of providing knowledge on 

environmental issues and using problem- 

solving skills in scientific experiments. 

admission requirements, as well as unparalleled 

access to the strategic advice of admission 

consulting experts. To further develop our 

students’ competencies in public-speaking, we 

have launched a research-sharing workshop 

that showcases how former URECA students 

present their research findings to a wider 

audience through effective communication and

visual tools. 

Another significant research seminar was the 

Postgraduate Medical Research and Education 

Sharing Session organised on 3 January 2017. 

The purpose of this seminar was to provide 

information to URECA students regarding the 

Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School 

Application process. It also offered a chance for 

our students to interact with NTU Alumni who

had previously studied in Duke-NUS Graduate 

Medical School. The invited speaker was Dr Ku 

Chee Wai, an alumnus of NTU School of 

Biological Sciences and an ex-URECA student 

who had furthered his studies in Duke-NUS and 

is currently working in Singapore General 

Hospital. According to Dr Ku, Duke-NUS 

Medical School is Singapore’s first US-style 

graduate-entry medical school which offers 

innovative Doctor of Medicine (MD), PhD, and 

MD/PhD programs with a focus on medical 

research. These programs prepare doctors who 

are not only skilled in patient care, but who are 

also well equipped to practice in the rapidly  

SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS 

Besides industrial visits, our club also hosts 

research seminars and workshops regularly to 

prepare our students for post-graduate studies 

and/or advancements in research-related 

fields. One of which was the annual GMAT & 

GRE Talk in which we invited renowned 

consultants and trainers from one of 

Singapore’s most acclaimed test preparation 

companies, Prep Zone, to come and deliver 

useful interview and examination 

tips. This event provided our undergraduate 

researchers with the latest information on   



changing world of medicine – 

essentially, physician leaders 

who are problem solvers 

committed to improving the 

health of individuals and 

communities through research. 

At least 31 URECA students 

attended the sharing session 

and most were interested in 

programs offered by Duke- 

NUS. They found the 

enthusiastic sharing session by 

Dr Ku to be very interesting 

and informative, and certainly 

hoped that similar events can 

be held again in future.  

Evidently, all these activities 

had helped to contribute to our 

overall aim of fostering a  

strong research spirit among 

NTU undergraduates.  

Following past successes, the 

URECA Club will continue to 

have an exciting line-up of 

activities arranged for our 

students. Next year, we intend 

to hold events such as a 

welcome tea and networking 

session, seniors’ poster sharing 

talks, inter-disciplinary research 

seminars, industrial visits, 

GMAT & GRE talk and career- 

networking events to develop 

our students holistically in 

support of their undergraduate 

research journeys.   



N A L A N D A   R O B S O N  was voted Best Presenter from Monash University at the 
2016 International Conference of Undergraduate Research. As a reward for her 
excellent research, she received a return flight from Melbourne to Fukuoka, Japan. 
We caught up with her to find out about how she spent her time abroad and its impact 
upon her aspirations for future research.

WHERE DID YOU GO IN JAPAN? WAS IT YOUR 

FIRST TIME THERE? 

This trip took five and a half weeks and we (my 

mother and I) covered a total of 10 cities. We 

arrived first in Fukuoka and then went to 

Hiroshima, Kobe, Kyoto, Osaka, Nara, Kanazawa, 

Toyama, Tokyo, Nagasaki, and back again to 

Fukuoka. 

This was my fourth trip to Japan. The first time I 

went to Japan was on a 2-week school trip 

language exchange in Year 10. The second time 

was a five-week intensive language exchange at 

Osaka University. The third time was a six- 

months internship program at Tokyo University 

of Foreign Studies. I remember the first time I   

went to Japan as a 16-year-old-I immediately fell in 

love with the country and I promised myself that no 

matter how long it took, I would come back to 

Japan. 

HOW DID YOU SPEND YOUR TIME THERE? 

The initial aim of the trip was to follow the sakura 

blossoms as they started to blossom from the 

warmer climate of the south, and gradually moving 

up north. We hopped around different cities and 

met old friends. We saw Sakura-cherry blossoms in 

different areas of Japan, starting with the Kansai 

region in Osaka, Kyoto and Nara. This year’s sakura 

forecast was slightly later than predicted and the 

weather was quite cool. 

I M P A C T   S P E C I A L   F E A T U R E  

Beyond ICUR



Because of this, I am able to feel at home anywhere I go. 

For me, home is where the heart is, and today I never 

experience culture shock or home-sickness. I feel 

comfortable being thrown in at the deep end, because 

being vulnerable is where the interesting challenges are. 

Travelling is a great way of finding yourself and forgetting 

everything you thought you knew about something. At the 

same time travelling lets us peep into the lives of a million 

others and you are humbled by their journeys and learn 

from their stories.  

WHAT NEW THINGS DID YOU LEARN ABOUT JAPAN 

DURING YOUR TIME AWAY? 

I was particularly interested in the concerns of my female 

friends in job-hunting and the development of their 

careers. Almost all of them had problems involving the 

conflict between personal ambitions and the realities of 

the job market for women in Japan. It is especially 

worrying for women who want to start a family and also 

want to continue working. The idea of a work and 

marriage balance is becoming exceedingly hard to achieve, 

and many have to choose one over the other.  

HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR TIME IN 

JAPAN WILL BENEFIT YOU AS A 

RESEARCHER? 

Having completed my undergraduate 

research thesis, my trip to Japan allowed 

me to explore a range of possibilities for 

further lines of research, possibly for a 

higher degree. I was constantly on the 

lookout for what my new research topic 

could be.   

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRAVEL 

AND KNOWLEDGE? 

Travel allows us to experience new 

cultures and in that sense, it broadens the 

mind and allows us to accumulate 

information about unfamiliar locations. I 

have been travelling since I was a child 

and the most profound experiences of 

personal growth have been through 

travel. I grew up in Thailand and we

moved around quite a lot because of my 

mother’s work. However, the biggest 

move was to Australia at the age of 9 and 

I had to adapt very quickly to my new 

environment, learn a new language, 

understand the Australian culture and 

make new friends. You learn practical 

new skills and become street smart. And 

even now my ability to make friends with 

a total stranger definitely had something 

to do with moving all the time as a young 

child.   

In retrospect, I can see now that through 

all of these real-life experiences and 

being outside my comfort-zone, I learned 

to compromise, be flexible and to make 

do with what you are given. Luckily my 

parents encourage me to travel and we 

try to travel every year.  

Nalanda Robson spent five and a half weeks in Japan, in 
reward for her excellent research at ICUR16.



Instead of looking forward to having children, my friends are worried they will lose their jobs and have 

no social security. Everything that they have worked hard for getting into the best university, 

studying hard to get the best grades, going job-hunting and finally starting their dream career, all of 

that will go down the drain immediately if they have to have children. For many of my friends it is 

literally a choice to either stop working and have children or have no children and continue their job.

Having both is very difficult and it becomes a desperate situation when you know your biological 

clock is ticking. I have read about this and know Japan has various social problems it needs to address, 

but to hear and see the real fear and anxiety my dear friends are going through was quite distressing. 

BASED ON YOUR EXPERIENCES THERE, WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR FIRST-TIME 

VISITORS TO JAPAN? 

For first time visitors I would suggest buying the JR pass (Japan Rail pass), and using it to your 

advantage by booking your accommodation next to a station that is on the JR train line. By doing 

this you can use the JR pass to go sightseeing for long distance trips, and also use it when returning 

to the hotel where you are staying without having to buy a ticket for the metro or pay for a 

different train line company.

I would also like to suggest booking your accommodation six months ahead especially during 

spring (March-April). I booked all my accommodation using AirBnB and we were very pleased with 

how clean and comfortable each accommodation was. Please contact the host early and ask 

questions before travelling.

Research in advance about what you are planning to buy in Japan. Most department stores in 

Japan have a tax deductable system for travellers so be prepared to show your passport.

For students learning Japanese, buying textbooks and dictionaries in Japan is a lot cheaper than in 

Australia, so I would definitely recommend that, especially in bookshops such as the Kinokuniya 

bookshop.  

Fruit in Japan can be very expensive and throughout the trip I felt I needed more fibre in my diet.

The alternative to eating fruit is to have a lot of yogurt and salad, both of which are sold in 

convenience stores everywhere.  

"Travelling is a great 
way of finding yourself 
and forgetting 
everything you thought 
you knew about 
something. It lets us 
peep into the lives of a 
million others, and be 
humbled by their 
journeys." 



What were your primary objectives in creating the program? 

The main aim of the GLARP is to equip undergraduates with skills and 

experiences that will allow them to be more confident and competitive 

in applying for funding. Funding applications, particularly of the kind 

that support research activities - whether these are government or 

philanthropic grants, industry-sponsored research, or Commonwealth 

scholarships to do a PhD - are a distinct genre of writing, and it is 

important to understand that. They need to be scholarly, yet they are 

not, say, journal articles; they need to forecast what the end result 

might be in terms of impact on the field and the wider community, yet 

the research clearly hasn't been done yet so they must necessarily be 

hypothetical but not too speculative; their audience is always 

multidisciplinary so they need to be accessible, yet they cannot 'dumb 

things down'; and they are also a statement about project management.

Budgets and timelines need to be mapped out in a realistic fashion, and 

in teams the work and role of each individual needs to be clearly 

delineated, so the researcher also needs to become a project manager. 

All of this means that there is nothing quite like grant-writing. Our hope 

is that students will come to appreciate and recognise the nuance of the 

genre a little bit better by the time they are done with the GLARP. And 

for those students who actually get funded, we hope that the GLARP 

will have provided a springboard for them to undertake meaningful, 

collaborative, and rewarding research activities. 

The Global Leadership and 
Advanced Research Program 

Associate Professor Ernest Koh is one of the 
leading minds behind the GLARP, a 
groundbreaking educational program aimed at 
improving undergraduate researchers' grant- 
writing skills. It will be run concurrently at 
Monash University Australia, Kyushu University 
and the University of Warwick this June-July. 
We spoke with Associate Professor Koh about his 
vision for the program, and the art (and science!) 
that is grant-writing.  



Many university students don’t give a thought to the process of writing a grant application until well into 
their postgraduate degrees. How do you think this knowledge and experience can benefit undergraduate 
students? 

I think there's a reflexive response among many educators - myself included - to compartmentalise learning 

experiences to distinct degree levels. This is for undergraduates, this is for postgrads etc. Yet while that 

principle of progression applies in very important ways to discipline-specific training, in terms of developing 

general skills that round out a researcher, the boundaries between undergraduate and postgraduate 

become a bit more blurred. 

Apart from understanding that there are distinct genres of research writing, getting students to understand 

the language of research and research funding (such as impact, outcomes, dissemination, approach and 

methodology, and research themes) earlier in their student lives rather than later means that they can make 

sense of this vocabulary as they progress through their studies, rather than in retrospect. It can only make 

them better researchers, earlier, and it'll give them the confidence to answer questions about just what it is

that they are doing, what their passions are in the field, and why it is important. For those who secure 

funding, the research activity that they do because of the GLARP represents the start of a track record, 

something that they can put onto their CVs in both qualitative and quantitative ways. 

One thing that struck me as unique about the GLARP is the way in which it brings together 
undergraduate students from a range of disciplines; do you think students of different research 
backgrounds have anything special to offer each other in the GLARP classroom? 

As an overall effect, we'd hope that the GLARP would make students far more agnostic about disciplines. It's 

good to define ourselves by using our specialist discipline as a point of reference, because disciplines offer a 

set of tools, frameworks, and a body of scholarship from which we ground our approaches to problems. But 

there are challenges abound that require researchers with multiple specialisms to take up if they want to 

devise meaningful solutions. Increasingly, we need to be more intuitive about looking across disciplinary 

boundaries and consider the methods, data, ideas, and concepts that other disciplines use to approach 

research problems. This isn't a radical idea, of course. In the past decade, medical researchers have started  

Three universities across three 
countries taking part
200+ students
Real funding opportunities for 
undergraduate research 
projects, both national and 
international
Masterclasses by successful 
international academics       



to look to oral history techniques to draw out the 

medical histories of family members. Of course 

historians themselves originally (in the 1940s 

through to the 60s) began to borrow oral history as a 

method from anthropologists and ethnographers.  

Likewise, colleagues in education are working 

closely with neuroscience to understand just how 

the brain responds to different modes of learning. I 

know recently there was an incredibly successful 

Australian government-funded project around 

water conservation in Cambodia that brought 

together a construction engineer, a biological 

scientist, an architect, a sociologist, an historian, and 

an archaeologist which is another terrific example of 

researchers working across disciplines to solve 

thematic problems. The fact that some of the most 

prestigious centres in the world focusing on 

research into the environment are explicitly design 

to bring together researchers from the Sciences and 

the Social Sciences/Humanities speaks volumes, I 

think. In fact, we're very lucky in that one of our 

Masterclasses in the GLARP will feature a research 

at one such Centre in Germany. 

In short, we hope that the multidisciplinary nature of 

the GLARP will facilitate many more meaningful 

encounters with disciplines or areas outside of their 

own, and in doing so make them more conscious 

about what defines their discipline, and recognising 

cognate areas of research outside of their discipline. 

What is your number one tip to students writing an 
application for a research grant? 

Focus on your audience, don't just fill out the form 

because it needs to be filled out. In any piece of 

writing, the intended audience dictates everything 

else. Who is the reader likely to be, and what are 

they expecting to see? What are their reservations 

likely to be, and can you pre-empt them? 

Top to bottom, left to right: 
Professor Chris Davies, 
Professor Jan Lauweryns, 
Associate Professor Nicholas 
Monk, Dr Ruth Morgan, 
Professor Andrea Robinson, 
Dr Adam Clulow and Jacob 
Thomas will all be presenting 
masterclasses as part of the 
GLARP

The Masters



We know these skills are integral to a career in academia; what can they offer a student aspiring to a 
career in industry? 

I should say first that given the closeness of universities with various industries these days, its clear 

that there's much more overlap between academia and industry than it might seem at first blush and 

so this binary between academic and industry careers is being rapidly eroded. In some Faculties this 

has always been the case; journalists and architects move from industry to university jobs and back 

again quite frequently, for instance, as is the case with researchers in the pharmaceutical sciences. But 

the increased collaboration between industry bodies and, say, historians and mathematicians has 

given rise to all new kinds of 'public interest' research projects too, that draw on the combined funding 

of both industries and universities. What I'm getting at is that many more undergraduates today are in 

a privileged position where their studies can equip them to become equally comfortable with both 

sides because the experiences and demands of academia and industry are increasingly aligning. 

That said, the skills and experiences that the GLARP offers adds a competitive edge to a fresh 

graduate looking to get into practically any industry that is out there. Employers would value highly a 

graduate who has the demonstrated ability to craft a proposal that is persuasive because it is 

thorough, confident, accessible, cohesive, and articulates why what is being proposed is important, 

what the impact will be if the proposal were to be accepted, and how the proposal will be carried out 

(the "working") so that the feasibility can be clearly assessed. Tell an employer in any knowledge 

industry "I learned how to apply for funding, and I was awarded competitive funding" and you've got 

their attention! 

Monash University students at the GLARP Launch on March 9, where Associate Professor Ernest Koh gave the 

welcoming lecture. 


